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“Dimitrie Cantemir” University, Tîrgu Mureș

8:00 - 10:00 - Registration – Room A23

10:00 - 11:30 - Welcome and Opening – Room A22

12:00 - 14:00 – Paper Presentations on Sections:

- Literature I – Room A22
- Literature II - Room A23
- Language and Discourse – Room A24
- Communication, Journalism, Education, Psychology and Sociology - Room A25
- History, Political Sciences, International Relations – Room A27
- Social Sciences – Room A28

14:00 - 15:00 – Lunch

15:00 - 19:00 - Paper Presentations on Sections

19:00 - Gratulatory Dinner

The conference is organised in partnership by:

“Alpha” Institute for Multicultural Studies
"Gh. Șincai“ Institute for Social Sciences and the Humanities
”Dimitrie Cantemir“ University of Tîrgu Mureș
SUNDAY – 10 DECEMBER 2017

Sightseeing: cultural objectives in the Mureș county.
A WORD
FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE

Dear Guests,

Having established a certain tradition in the recent years, the International Conference Literature, Discourse and Multicultural Dialogue (now at its 5th edition) intends to unite emerging scholars, as well as prestigious researchers from different fields of radical relevance for the contemporary society, a society that is supposed to secure its future not only on the economic and ecological level, but also on the spiritual one. Literature, the cultural discourse as well as the arts gain new connections and dimensions through fundamental changes and structural progress, so that the social end-results of education and research becomes extremely important. It is a fact that in our postmodern times, we live in a society of knowledge, from which we benefit directly in our everyday life, but to the risks and dangers of which we are at the same time exposed. Non scholae sed vitae discimus (We do not learn for the school, but for life) becomes a creed that every academic institution has to put into practice by means of its activities. It is essential that the path between education and research is very short, especially in academic systems. Research generates new knowledge, creates a favourable atmosphere for change, and provides people with information and data which help them to become aware of the mysteries of the universe and to make the most of their activity in all fields of knowledge. In this interesting and captivating century, to the noble mission of educating the younger generations we must also add the fruit of the efforts in research, materialized in interesting works and papers, together with ideas generated by the creative ability which ennobles the personality of the academic.
I wish to express my hope that this scientific event will take place under the most favourable auspices and that it will represent a remarkable starting point for further evolution and development in the field of knowledge. Let this international conference provide a good opportunity for us to gain and transfer knowledge, to generate new theories in the world of science – essential aspirations of any contemporary research.

Prof. IULIAN BOLDEA, PhD
President of the LDMD 5 Conference
LITERATURE I – Room: A22

Moderators: Prof. Iulian Boldea, PhD, ”Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș; Prof. Al. Cistelecan, PhD, ”Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș; Prof. Marian Victor Buciu, PhD, University of Craiova

1. Al. Cistelecan, Prof. PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, FORGOTTEN POETS

2. Mircea A. Diaconu, Prof. PhD, ”Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, ION NEGOIȚESCU. THE CRITICIST SYSTEM AND THE THEMES OF THE 48ST MOVEMENT

3. Ion M. Tomuș, Prof., PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, SOCIAL THEATRE IN THE CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT OF THE ARTS OF SPECTACLE AND OF THE SIBIU INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF THEATRE

4. Iulian Boldea, Prof. PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, THE LITERATURE OF EXILE: NORMAN MANEA

5. Marian Victor Buciu, Prof., Phd, University of Craiova, LEONID DIMOV. THE RHETORIC POETRY OF ESTHETICAL ONEIRISM

6. Sorin Ivan, Prof. PhD, Titu Maiorescu University of Bucharest, THE NEW POETRY, FROM AVANT-GARDE TO POSTMODERNISM AND BEYOND

7. Clementina Alexandra Mihăilescu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO LESLEY SAUNDRES’ POETRY

8. Dragoș Avădanei, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Al. Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, LISTENING TO DIFFERENT DRUMMERS
9. Mihaela Chapelan, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Spiru Haret" University of Bucharest, *REPRÉSENTATIONS DE L’ESPACE CHEZ ANDREÏ MAKINE*

10. Nicoleta Sălcudeanu, Scientific Researcher, PhD, "Gh. Șincai" Institute of Research for Social Sciences and the Humanities, Târgu Mureș, *RESISTANCE BY CULTURE OR TOLERATED CULTURE?*

11. Diana Câmpan, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Hab „1 Decembrie 1918” University of Alba Iulia, *SEVERAL MIGRATIONS OF SIMPLICITY AS A ROMANIAN CULTURAL PRINCIPLE - FROM THE "PHILOSOPHY OF LIVING" TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF CULTURAL IDENTITY (FROM L. BLAGA, C. NOICA AND ERNEST BERNEA TO AL. PALEOLOGU AND ANDREI PLESU)*

12. Ion Popescu-Brădiceni, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Constantin Brâncuși” University of Târgu-Jiu, *FROM THE (META)LITERATURE OF "COUNTRIES”*

13. Carmen Simona Oprișor, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, *ROMANIAN DRAMA PIONEERS: FROM THE UNHANDINESS OF THE BEGINNING TO MODERN ELEMENTS*

14. Carmen Simona Oprișor, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, *NIETZSCHE’S IDEAS IN LIVIU REBREANU’S TWO NOVELS „CIULEANDRA” AND „GORILA”*


16. Rodica Grigore, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, *REMEMBERING AND LITERATURE IN CLARICE LISPECTOR’S FICTION*

17. Irina Toma, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Petroleum-Gas University of Ploiești, *THE USES OF OBLIVION BETWEEN TRAUMA AND BALM IN KAZUO ISHIGURO’S THE BURIED GIANT*
18. Luiza Marinescu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Spiru Haret” University of Bucharest, TITU MAIORESCU - THE FIRST TRANSLATOR OF ARTHUR SCHOPENHAUER’S WORKS IN EUROPE

19. Marius Nica, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Petroleum-Gas University of Ploiești, CORPOREALITY AND FEMININITY IN GHEORGHE CRĂCIUN’S NOVELS

20. Rodica Brad, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, LE « CORPS D’ESPRIT » COMME CORPS INVISIBLE, INTANGIBLE ET INCOGNOSCIBLE DANS LA NOUVELLE « LE HORLA » DE MAUPASSANT

21. Nicoleta Călina, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Craiova, ON ȘTEFAN PETICĂ’S PEN NAMES

22. Liliana Truță, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Partium Christian University, Oradea, A POETICS OF DESCRIPTIVISM IN MODERN AND POSTMODERN ROMANIAN PROSE


24. Simona Galațchi, Senior Researcher III, PhD, “G. Călinescu” Institute of Literary History and Theory, Romanian Academy; Academy of Romanian Scientists, THE CIRCULATION OF UNIVERSAL VALUES IN THE OLD ROMANIAN CULTURE

25. Otilia Sîrbu, Lecturer, PhD, Hyperion University of Bucharest, MULTICULTURALISM, INSOMNIA OF THE CENTURY

26. Andreea Iliescu, Senior Lecturer, PhD, University of Craiova, “MY YEAR OF MEATS”. INSIGHTS INTO PIECING TOGETHER THE JIGSAW OF GENDER DISCRIMINATION AND CULTURAL BARRIERS

27. Mihaela Ogășanu, Lecturer, PhD, University of Oradea, THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY - APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA, CONFESSIONS, HISTORIA CALAMITATUM, MEMOIR OR LIFE WRITING?
28. Ana Elena Costandache, Lecturer, PhD, "Dunărea de Jos" University of Galați, SATIRICAL ART, IRONY AND CRITICAL LANGUAGE IN THE PHILOSOPHICAL TALES OF FRANÇOIS-MARIE AROUET (VOLTAIRE)

29. Daniela Hăisan, Lecturer, PhD, "Ștefan cel Mare" University of Suceava, ALDOUS HUXLEY’S CHILDREN’S TALE “THE CROWS OF PEARBLOSSOM”

30. Roxana Elena Doncu, Lecturer, PhD, "Carol Davila" University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Bucharest, SCIENCE AND EXPERIMENT IN EMILE ZOLA’S NOVEL „DOCTOR PASCAL”

31. Elena Camelia Biholaru, Lecturer, PhD, "Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, THE ASCETICISM OF WRITING AND THE LITERARY WORK COMING INTO BEING

32. Diana Nechit, Lecturer, PhD, "Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, PHEDRA. FROM THE GREEK TRAGEDY TO THE MODERN HYPOSTASES OF DISTURBED FEMININITY (EURIPIDES, RACINE, SARAH KANE)

33. Cosmina Cristescu, Lecturer, PhD, ”Transilvania” University of Brașov, THE PROPAGANDISTIC DIMENSION OF TEACHING ROMANIAN LITERATURE IN SCHOOLS BETWEEN 1965-1989

34. Ana Blanca Ciocoi-Pop, Lecturer, PhD, “Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, REALISTIC CAUSALITY AND ARCHETYPAL FATALISM: GREEK MYTHOLOGY AND ITS INFLUENCE ON EUGENIDES’ WRITINGS

35. Anca Badulescu, Lecturer, PhD, ”Transilvania” University of Brașov, ELEVEN REASONS WHY...

36. Mariana Coceriu, Scientific Researcher, PhD, Institute of Philology, Academy Sciences of Moldova, THE ETHNOFOLKLRIC CONSTITUENTS: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND ETHNOLOGICAL APPROACHES
37. Ariana Bălașa, Lecturer, PhD, University of Craiova, "THE INTELECTUAL’S DRAMA IN THE THEATRE OF KNOWLEDGE: CAMIL PETRESCU’S BAD FAIRIES’ GAME"

38. Carmen Astratinei, Senior Lecturer, PhD, ”Mircea cel Bătrân” Naval Academy, Constanța, "THE SIGNIFICANCE OF LIGHT AND DARKNESS ALTERNATION IN “A TEMPORARY MATTER” BY JHUMPA LAHIRI"

39. Cristina Furtună, Assist. Lecturer, PhD, Valahia University Târgoviște, "FOLKLORE, A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION IN MIHAI Eminescu’s POETRY"

40. Cristina Nicolae, Senior Lecturer, "Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, "IDENTITY FORMATION AND DYNAMICS OF SPACE IN ALEXANDRU DONE’S DOWNSHIFTING"

41. Daniela Mirea, Senior Lecturer, PhD, Military Technical Academy, Bucharest, "MYTHICAL EUTOPIAS AND DYSTOPIAS IN THE FICTIONAL WORK OF MIRCEA ELIADE AND MICHEL TOURNIER"

42. Daniela Mirea, Senior Lecturer, PhD, Military Technical Academy, Bucharest, "MYTHICAL STRUCTURES IN LE ROI DES AULNES BY MICHEL TOURNIER"

43. Diana Stoica, Assist. Lecturer, PhD, Politehnica University of Bucharest, "A CONTEXT OF VIOLENCE – THE HOUSE GUN"

44. Simona Laura Suta, Lecturer, PhD, University of Oradea, "RÉCONSTRUCTION DE L’ESPACE POUR LA RÉCONSTRUCTION DE LA MÉMOIRE"

45. Cătălin Tecucianu, Lecturer, PhD, „Mihai Viteazul” National Academy of Information, Bucharest, "THE PAST IN ALISTAIR MACLEOD’S CLEARANCES"

46. Toma Sava, Lecturer, PhD, Aurel Vlaicu University of Arad, "ENGLISH LITERATURE IN COMMUNIST ROMANIA"

47. Lavinia Hulea, Lecturer, PhD, University of Petroșani, "PRE-RAPHAELITE ARTISTS TRANSPOSING SHAKESPEARE’S OPHELIA"
48. Mihai Ion, Lecturer, PhD, "Transilvania" University of Brașov, COMING FROM AN OFF-KEY TIME: THE NOVEL OF ONTOLOGICAL "INTERVAL"

49. Mirela Dredețean, Lecturer, PhD, University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Tîrgu Mureș, NICOLAE BALOTĂ – THE ABSURD LABYRINTH

50. Antonia Pâncotan, Lecturer, PhD, Partium Christian University, Oradea, CARAGIALE’S SHORT STORIES – APOCALYTIC IMAGES

51. Carmen Mihaela Guia (Potlog), PhD Student, "Al. Ioan Cuza" University of Iași, ELEMENTS OF FEMINISM DISTINCTIVENESS

52. Stela Pleşa, PhD Student, Sibiu, CREATIVE VERSUS DESTRUCTIVE SYMBOLS IN SILVIA PLATH’S “THE COLOSSUS” AND “ARIEL”

53. Carmen Elena Florea, PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, THE OTHER ALEXANDRU GEORGE – THE TRANSLATOR

54. Mariana Pantaleru (Pascaru), PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, ANDREI BODIU – EXISTENCE AS A POETIC MODALITY

55. Ingrid Cezarina-Elena Bărbieru (Ciochină), PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, NATURALIST EXPERIMENTS IN THE NOVELS OF VICTOR PAPILIAN

56. Ingrid Cezarina-Elena Bărbieru (Ciochină), PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, VICTOR PAPILIAN’S SHORTSTORIES – AN “ANTIMODERNIST” APPROACH

57. Cristina Raica, PhD Student, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, THE IMAGINARY PHYSIOLOGICAL IN EMIL BRUMARU’S POEMS

58. Dan Pătrașcu, PhD, "Mihai Eminescu" National College, Buzău, SOME CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT G. CĂLINESCU’S POETRY

59. Adina-Irina Forna, Assist., PhD, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, PHOTOGRAPHY, CINEMATOGRAPHY, WRITING. ABOUT GUY VAES’S OBSESSION FOR THE CITY VIEW
60. Maria Lucreția Sturtzu, PhD Student, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, *CORNELIU STURTZU – THE POET OF ARCHES OVER SEASONS*

61. Maria Miruna Ciocoi-Pop, Teaching Assist., PhD, "Vasile Goldiș" Western University of Arad, *ARBITRARINESS IN SHIRLEY JACKSON’S „THE LOTTERY”*

LITERATURE II - Room: A23

Moderators: Lecturer Dumitru-M. Buda, PhD, “Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș; Assist. Iulian Gabriel Hrușcă, PhD, ”Al. Ioan Cuza” University of Iași; Assist. Anca Nemeș, PhD, ”Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Tîrgu Mureș

1. Anca Nemeș, Assist., PhD, ”Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Tîrgu Mureș, THE SOCIAL BACKGROUND OF THE LITERARY GOTHIC

2. Dumitru-Mircea Buda, Lecturer, PhD, “Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, POSTMODERNISM VS. POSTMODERNITY IN ROMANIA

3. Corina Sandiuc, Assist., PhD, ”Mircea cel Bătrân” Naval Academy, Constanța, RELIGION AND POLITICS IN JOHN MILTON’S PARADISE LOST

4. Iulian Gabriel Hrușcă, Assist. PhD, ”Al. Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, THE UNDERWORLD IN HOMERIC EPICS AND IN OVID’S METAMORPHOSES

5. Olga Grădinaru, PhD, ”Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, LEONOV’S RUSSIAN FORREST AND THE PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVE ON WORLD WAR II

6. Garofița Dincă, Researche Assist., PhD, ”Iorgu Iordan-Al. Rosetti” Linguistic Institute of the Romanian Academy, Bucharest, SEARCHING FOR THE RIGHT WORD: FRANCIS PONGE

7. Georgeta Cozma, PhD, Satu Mare County Center for Excelence, THE CLIMBING TO THE SKY

8. Simona Maria Maracine, PhD Student, University of Pitești, THE ODYSSEY. THE MYTH OF RETURN
9. Cristina Cornea (Opren), PhD Student, "1 Decembrie 1918" University of Alba-Iulia, POSTMODERNISM IN THE CONTEXT OF THE VALUE NUCLEUS

10. Lucian-Nicu Rădășan, PhD, INTERIORITY OF THE CHARACTERS – ALEXANDRU VONA

11. Carmen Vasilca, PhD Student, "1 Decembrie 1918" University of Alba-Iulia, THE AQUATIC POETICS IN THE WORK OF ILEANA MALANCIOIU

12. Corina-Maria David, PhD Student, "1 Decembrie 1918" University of Alba-Iulia, AN ANALYSIS OF VONNEGUT'S USE OF SCIENCE IN CAT'S CRADLE

13. Andreea Iuliana Damian, PhD Student, University of Pitești, CONSIDERATIONS UPON PARODY IN ION MINULESCU’S POETRY

14. Elena Lavinia Diaconescu, PhD Student, University of Pitești, DIRECT STYLE IN ODOBESCU'S SHORT STORIES

15. Ligia-Monica Banciu, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, "NOSTALGIA” BY MIRCEA CĂRTĂRESCU, A POETIC BUTTERFLY

16. Iuliana Oică, PhD Student, ”Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, DUMITRU ȚEPENEAŞ – ABOUT THE CHRONICLE OF THE MAN IN SHORT PROSE

17. Elena Andreea Popa (Dina), PhD Student, University of Pitești, MORPHOLOGICAL LITERARY FIGURES IN GRIGORE ALEXANDRESCU’S POETRY

18. Roxana Rogobete, PhD Student, University of the West, Timișoara, MATTHIAS NAWRAT: A PERSPECTIVE ON HISTORY

19. Ana-Maria Nicolescu, PhD Student, University of Pitești, STYLISTIC AND THEMATIC ASPECTS IN DUMITRU RADU POPESCU’S POETRY
20. Anamaria Delia Adriana Dobrescu (Popa), PhD, Reformed High School of Tîrgu Mureș, *THE POETIC ACT AS A COMMUNION WITH THE TRUE ESSENCE OF THE UNIVERSE*

21. Anca Popan, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, *MOTHER OF GOD’S EYES – ARGHEZI’S VIEW ON THE CONCEPT OF A NOVEL*

22. Andreea Pop, PhD, "Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, *MULTICULTURAL IDENTITY IN AUGUSTINO AND THE CHOIR OF DESTRUCTION BY MARIE-CLAIRE BLAIS*

23. Andreea Pop, PhD, "Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, *THE MIRRORING BODY IN THE SEA BY JOHN BANVILLE AND BLACK WATER BY JOYCE CAROL OATES*

24. Gavril Vasile Băban, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, *THE BEGINING HARMONY OF PRIMORDIAL COUPLE IN “THE SNAKE”*

25. Florina Bugeac, PhD Student, University of Bucharest, *MYTHS IN THE ROMANIAN LITERATURE*

26. Camelia Suciu, PhD Student, ”1 Decembrie 1918” University of Alba-Iulia, *THE 25TH HOUR -THE HOUR OF SURVIVAL*

27. Mirela-Iulia Cioloca, PhD Student, ”Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, *ION CHINEZU- LITERARY FRIENDSHIPS*

28. Delia-Maria Roșca (Răuță-Roșca), PhD Student, ”Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, *ION VLASIU – HIGHLIGHTS OF POETRY*

29. Diana Teodora Cozma, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, *THE TERRIFYING FANTASTIC IN THE WORK OF THE SCIENTIST WITH A WRITER’S IMAGINATION (VICTOR PAPILIAN)*

30. Ileana Băluță, PhD Student, University of Pitești, *ETHICAL AND AESTHETIC AT PAREMIE TO ANTON PANN*
31. Ioana Mihu, PhD Student, "1 Decembrie 1918" University of Alba-Iulia, *GOOD SENSE AND COMMON SENSE IN AL. PALEOLOGU’S VIEW*

32. Iulia Cămpeanu, PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, *SELF-COLONIZATION AS A FORM OF RESISTENCE IN THE NOVEL NOAPTE BUNĂ BY RADU PAVEL GHEO*

33. Iulia Cămpeanu, PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, *METAPHORS OF COMMUNISM IN THE ROMANIAN POSTCOMMUNIST NOVEL*

34. Andreea Gabriela Ivașcu, PhD Student, University of Pitești, *THE HESYCHASTIC PERSPECTIVE IN NEAGOE BASARAB’S PARENETIC DISCOURSE*

35. Roxana-Anca Kaitar, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, „*SEARCHING FOR A GENERATION” - THE 80TH GENERATION IN PROSE*

36. Ecaterina Kerstin Botezatu, PhD Student, University of Bucharest, *THE PRE-ROMANTIC SCENERY IN COSTACHE CONACHI’S POETRY*

37. Simona-Maria Maracine, PhD Student, University of Pitești, *MYTH AND REALITY IN THE TROJAN EPISODE*

38. Maria Beatrice Lucaciu, PhD Student, University of Oradea, *MAGICAL REALISM AND FANTASTIC IN GABRIEILA MELINESCU’S WORK*

39. Maria Voinea, PhD Student, University of Pitești, *LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE IN CALISTRAT HOGAȘ’S WORK*

40. Máthé Nóra, PhD Student, "Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, *THE UNRELIABLE NARRATOR – THE MEETING POINT OF FICTION AND NON-FICTION IN JULIAN BARNES’S SELECTED WORKS*

41. Ștefan (Miheț) Maximiliana, PhD Student, "1 Decembrie 1918” University of Alba-Iulia, *A THEORETICAL EXCURSION ON SPATIAL EVOLUTION FROM A MULTIDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVE*
42. Mihaela Iuliana Marari, PhD Student, "Al. Ioan Cuza" University of Iaşi, *ELEMENTARY EXISTENCE AND FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS IN DÉSERT BY J.-M. G. LE CLÉZIO*

43. Corina Mitrulescu, PhD Student, "1 Decembrie 1918" University of Alba-Iulia, *THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ANDALUSIAN IMAGINARY IN THE BALLAD OF THE MOON MOON BY FEDERICO GARCIA LORCA*

44. Petronela Mureşan, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, *FEMININE LITERATURE-CONTROVERSIES AND THEORIES*

45. Doina Pologea, PhD Student, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureş, *BARTOLOMEU VALERIU ANANIA: ESSAYS ON THE THEOLOGY OF CULTURE*

46. Petru-Adrian Danciu, PhD Student, "1 Decembrie 1918" University of Alba-Iulia, *FORMS OF THE DEMONIC IMAGINARY IN THE ROMANIAN FOLK TALES WITH ZMEI*

47. Carmen Ioana Popa, PhD Student, "1 Decembrie 1918" University of Alba-Iulia, *THE PROMISE OF A COSMIC WEDDING – NUNTĂ ÎN CER, MIRCEA ELIADE*

48. Puskás-Bajkó Albina, PhD, Sapientia University of Tîrgu Mureş/"Unirea" National College, Tîrgu Mureş, *INTERPRETING THE WORLD IN A CLASS OF MILLENIALS*

49. Simona-Marilena Crăciun (Pogan), PhD Student, "1 Decembrie 1918" University of Alba-Iulia, *THE POETICS OF SPACE IN SADOVEANU’S ‘DUMBRAVA MINUNATĂ’*

50. Ioana-Steliana Tătulescu, PhD Student, University of Piteşti, *LITERARY FAIRY TALE AND ORAL FAIRY TALE - INTERFERENCES*

51. Iuliana Voroveanu, PhD Student, "1 Decembrie 1918" University of Alba-Iulia, *THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HUMAN BEING AND THE ANIMAL REIGN FOR THE SACRED RESTAURATION IN VASILE VOICULESCU’S STORIES*
LITERATURE, DISCOURSE AND INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE

52. Teodora Elena Weinberger, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Baia Mare Northern University Centre, *LOVE’S WAY FROM EROS TO AGAPÈ IN THE PROSE OF SLAVICI*

53. Daniel Kițu, PhD Student, "Dunărea de Jos" University of Galați, *ARS POETICA IN THE POETRY OF ANA BLANDIANA – OR THE “IANUS BIFRONS” EFFECT OF THE WRITING*

54. Monika Koșa, PhD Student, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, *THE CONCEPT OF (GENDERED) ALIENATION IN JEANETTE WINTERSON’S LIGHTHOUSEKEEPING*

55. Alina-Maria Nechita, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, *ADELA OR THE IMAGE OF THE PASSIONATE INGENUE*

56. Oana Maria Neicu, PhD Student, University of Oradea, *REALITY AND DREAM IN THE WORKS OF VIRGIL TĂNASE*

57. Emanuela Ioana Patrichi, PhD Student, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, *IOAN RADIN PEIANOV – THE SHORT STORIES FROM THE MAGAZINES*

58. Raisa Melenceanu (Gîscă), PhD Student, "1 Decembrie 1918" University of Alba-Iulia, *GRIGORE VIERU – THE GREAT THEMES OF CREATION AND THE VOCATION OF SELF-DEFINITION*

59. Viorica Macrina Lazăr, PhD, Toplița, Harghita, *THE POETIC VIEW OF DIMITRIE STELARU*

60. Violeta Luminița Şipoş, PhD, "1 Decembrie 1918" University of Alba-Iulia, *SEVERAL ASPECTS OF EMIL ISAC’S PLAYS*

61. Emanuel Turc, PhD Student, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, « *DANIEL PENNAC, CHAGRIN D’ECOLE. MEMORISER DES TEXTES LITTERAIRES – À QUOI BON ? »*

62. Dorin Sergiu Ursuț, PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, *IDYLLIC IMAGES AND ELEMENTS OF PORTRAIT IN THE WORK OF IOAN SLAVICI*
63. Cristina-Georgiana Voicu, Former Post-PhD Fellow, Romanian Academy, Iași, BECKETT’S “EMBODIED CONSCIOUSNESS”: TOWARDS A PHENOMENOLOGICAL UNDERSTANDING OF ENDCGAME
LANGUAGE AND DISCOURSE – Room: A24

Moderators: Assoc. Prof. Luminiţa Chiorean, PhD, „Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureş; Assoc. Prof. Doina Butiurca, PhD, Sapientia University of Tîrgu Mureş; Assoc. Prof. Mirela Aioane, PhD, ”Al. Ioan Cuza” University of Iaşi

1. Felicia Dumas, Prof., PhD, Hab., ”Al. Ioan Cuza” University of Iaşi, A PARTICULAR TYPE OF FRENCH FOR SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND ITS SPECIFICITY: FRENCH FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN THE FACULTIES OF THEOLOGY

2. Ştefan Găitănaru, Prof., PhD, University of Pitești, THE STATUTE OF THE POSSESSIVE PRONOUN IN ROMANIAN LANGUAGE

3. Elena Lucia Mara, Prof., PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, INTEGRATED PERSPECTIVES OF TEACHING THE ROMANIAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

4. Camelia Bejan, Prof., PhD, Ovidius University of Constanța, THE FLEXIBILITY OF EMOTION IDIOMS IN ENGLISH AND ROMANIAN

5. Lavinia Nadrag, Prof., PhD, Ovidius University of Constanța, THE STUDENTS’ ATTITUDE TOWARDS COOPERATIVE LEARNING AND TRADITIONAL LEARNING IN ESP. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

6. Dan Dobre, Prof., PhD, Hab. and Sonia Berbinski, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Bucharest, LE DISCOURS HISTORIEN – NIVEAUX ET PARAMETRES D’ANALYSE

7. Mirela Aioane, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Al. Ioan Cuza” University of Iaşi, FASHION VOCABULARY. OLD AND NEW NEOLOGISMS
8. Luminița Chiorean, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, MARIN SORESCU. FOR A POETICS OF DISCOURSIVE IDENTITIES

9. Radu Drăgulescu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, CROSS-LINGUISTIC INFLUENCE IN LEARNING ROMANIAN AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN ENDO-LINGUISTIC CONTEXT

10. Doina Butiurca, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Sapientia University of Cluj-Napoca, INTRODUCTION TO A THEORY OF CONCEPTOLOGY

11. Eugenia Mincu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, The Philology Institute of the Moldavian Academy of Sciences, LATIN – LANGUAGE OF MEDICAL COMMUNICATION

12. Oana Maria Bîrlea, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, THE PRAGMATICS AND SEMIOTICS OF JAPANESE ADVERTISING DISCOURSE

13. Mădălina Cerban, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of University of Craiova, TYPES OF RELATION BETWEEN SUBORDINATED CLAUSES IN WAKE FOR SUSAN BY COMAN MCCARTHY

14. Sorin Guia, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Al. Ioin Cuza” University of Iași, A SPECIAL FORM OF COMMUNICATION: THE DIALECTAL INQUIRY

15. Adela-Marinela Stancu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of University of Craiova, LE CHAMPS SÉMANTIQUE DU MOT LOUP

16. Claudia Leah, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Oradea, A COMPARATIVE APPROACH TO INFINITIVE AND -ING CLAUSES

17. Sonia Berbinski, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Bucharest, MARQUEURS DE L’APPROXIMATION DANS LE DISCOURS DE SPECIALITE

18. Daiana Cuibus, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, VERBAL AND DEVERBAL NOUNS IN ROMANIAN

19. Maria Rodica Mihulecea, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, THE INFLUENCE OF THE MOTHER TONGUE UPON THE ROMANIAN SPEAKERS IN ACQUIRING FRENCH
20. Viorica Răileanu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Moldavian Academy of Sciences, Philology Institute, **COMPOSED PATRONIMS: STRUCTURAL PATTERNS**

21. Alina Balagiu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Mircea cel Bătrân” Naval Academy, Constanța, **DIFFERENCES IN INTERCOMPREHENSION. FRENCH VERSUS ENGLISH**

22. Alina Buzarnă-Tihenea (Galbeaza), Assist. Prof., PhD, Ovidius University of Constanța, **ESP CREATIVE TEACHING METHODS. CASE STUDY**

23. Andreea Petre, Lecturer, PhD, ”Transilvania” University of Brașov, **LE RÔLE DE LA COMPÉTENCE CULTURELLE EN CLASSE DE FOS**

24. Adelina Iliescu, Lecturer, PhD, University of Craiova, **A FEW CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE CREDIT TITLES**

25. Camelia Alibec, Senior Lecturer, PhD, ”Mircea cel Bătrân” Naval Academy, Constanța, **A SHORT INROAD INTO THE DOBRUJAN ONOMATOLOGY. THE PROPER NAMES’ SYSTEM**

26. Ileana Alice Ionescu, Senior Lecturer, PhD, University of Craiova, **STRATEGIES OF TOPIC ORIENTATION IN ROMANIAN AND FRENCH- A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE**

27. Mariana Boeru, Lecturer, PhD, ”Mircea cel Bătrân” Naval Academy, Constanța, **TRAINING MULTILINGUAL COMPREHENSION SKILLS AT SEA WITH THE HELP OF MOVIES**

28. Mariana Boeru, PhD and Laura Cizer, Lecturer, PhD, ”Mircea cel Bătrân” Naval Academy, Constanța, **TRAINING MULTILINGUAL COMPREHENSION SKILLS AT SEA WITH THE HELP OF MOVIES**

29. Monica Borș, Lecturer, PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, **MISTAKES, TENDENCIES AND INFLUENCES IN CONTEMPORARY ROMANIAN**

30. Monica Borș, Lecturer, PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, **LEXICAL CREATION IN CONTEMPORARY ROMANIAN LANGUAGE**
31. Nagy Imola Katalin, Lecturer, Sapientia University of Tîrgu Mureș, *BOTANICAL NAMES REVISITED*

32. Daniela Bordea, Lecturer, PhD, University of Bucharest, *BETWEEN BLOCKING AND UNBLOCKING. CASE STUDY: THE ADVERB + ADJECTIVE COMBINATION*

33. Cristina-Eugen Burtea-Cioroianu, Lecturer, PhD, University of Craiova, *THE INTERPRETATION OF A ROMANIAN SPECIALTY TEXT BY FOREIGN STUDENTS*

34. Elena Dumitrașcu, Lecturer, PhD, Ovidius University of Constanța, *BORROWING – A MEANS OF ENRICHING THE WRITTEN TOURISM DISCOURSE*

35. Corina Lungu, Lecturer, PhD, University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Craiova, *THE MEDICAL SPECIALTY LANGUAGE AND ITS PARTICULAR TERMINOLOGY*

36. Mădălina Pantea, Lecturer, PhD, University of Oradea, *TRANSLATORIAL PERFORMATIVES*

37. Cristina Ana Măluțan, Assist., PhD, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, *ASPECTS OF LEARNING GRAMMAR OF FRENCH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN A TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY*

38. Maria Micle, Lecturer, PhD, West University of Timișoara, *BULGARIAN AND OLD SLAVIC LEXICAL ELEMENTS IN THE 19TH CENTURY LITERARY ROMANIAN (THE BANAT LITERARY DIALECT) TO NICOLAE STOICA DE HATEG, CHRONICLE OF BANAT*

39. Anca Sîrbu, Senior Lecturer, PhD, Constanța Maritime University, *THE DOBRUDJAN GERMANS – AN ANTHROPONYMICAL APPROACH IN THE CONTEXT OF THE DOBRUDJAN ONOMASTICS*

40. Raluca Gabriela Burcea, Lecturer, PhD, ”Spiru Haret” University of Bucharest, *COGNITIVE METAPHOR AND MANIPULATION IN THE ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ECONOMIC ARTICLES ONLINE*

41. Nicoleta Marcu, Lecturer, PhD, ”Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, *LEGAL ENGLISH IN MOVIES*
42. Oxana Chira, Lecturer, PhD, "Alecu Russo" State University, Bălți, Moldova, SOCIAL VICES AND THEIR SOCIAL INTERPRETATION

43. Paula Iustina Lohan, PhD Student, "Al. Ioan Cuza" University of Iași, ARGUMENTATION AND PERSUASIVE THEORIES IN THE RELIGIOUS DISCOURSE

44. Elena Georgiana Vintilă, PhD, University of Craiova/ University of Liege, Belgium, READING AND THE DIGITAL AGE – EMIL CIORAN’S CASE

45. Cipriana Elena Peica, Assist., PhD, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, THE AGREEMENT – A BASIC CONCEPT OF ROMANIAN SYNTAX

46. Mădălina Ruxandra Pop (Dan-Pop), PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, ADVERTISING AND THE ROAD MAP FROM COMMUNISM TO DEMOCRACY

47. Inga Druță, Assoc. Researcher, PhD, Hab., The Philology Institute of the Moldavian Academy of Sciences, LEXICAL AND STYLISTIC FEATURES OF THE CONTEMPORARY PREACH

48. Dana-Luminița Teleoacă (Dobre), PhD, Scientific Researcher III, „Iorgu Iordan – Al. Rosetti”, Institute of Linguistics of the Romanian Academy, Bucharest, BUILDING UP WONDER CAUSATIVE VERBS WITH [+ANIMATE] SUBJECT. DISCURSIVE AND LINGUISTIC ASPECTS IN ROMANCE CONTEXT

49. Irina Dincă, Assist., PhD, West University of Timișoara, PATTERNS OF NEGATION IN ROMANIAN AND MODERN STANDARD ARABIC: A CONTRASTIVE APPROACH

50. Daniela Burlacu, PhD, "Al. Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, THE OCCURRENCES OF THE METAPHOR-TERM IN FINANCIAL MARKET TERMINOLOGY

51. Ludmila Șimanschi, Assoc. Researcher, PhD, Moldavian Academy of Sciences, Philology Institute, CONTEMPORARY LITERARY ALLEGORISATION: DYSTOPIAN AND VANGELF MODALITY OF INABILITY TO FACE DANGEROUS RESTRICTIVE IDEOLOGY
52. Laura Rita Pitariu, PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, *ANALYTIC PERSPECTIVES ON DISCOURSE ANALYSIS*

53. Gabriela Myers, Assist., PhD Student, University of Bucharest, *HOW DO WE DEFINE NOMINAL SENTENCES – ROMANIAN VERSUS HEBREW*

54. Mădălina-Ruxandra Pop (Pop-Dan), PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, *ROMANIAN ADVERTISING IN THE INTER-WAR AND COMMUNIST PERIOD*

55. Flavia-Elena Oșan (Vaida), PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, *DENOMINATIVE PRACTICES SPECIFIC TO THE DOMAIN OF CLOTHING IN THE ROMANIAN PUBLIC SPACE*

56. Maria-Mădălina Bunget, PhD, University of Craiova/ University of Liege, *SILENCE DURING FRENCH CLASSES– A REALITY DIFFICULT TO SURPASS?*

57. Luminița Mihaela Neagu, PhD Student, University of Bucharest, *COMMERCIAL JUDGMENTS ISSUED IN ROMANIA, THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. A COMPARATIVE REVIEW*

58. Aurelia Nicoleta Pavel (Dicu), PhD and Luminița Mihaela Neagu, PhD Student - University of Bucharest, *LOGIC ERRORS IN ROMANIAN LEGAL TEXTS AND DIFFICULTIESPOSED IN TRANSLATION*

59. Ana-Maria Coman (Marinescu), PhD Student, University of Craiova, *THE FIGURE OF “AJOUT” THROUGH THE AUTHENTIC DOCUMENTS IN FLE CLASS FOR VALORIZING THE FOREIGN CULTURE*

60. Annamaria Gyorfi, University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Tîrgu Mureș, *COMPLEMENTARY TOOLKIT FOR APHASIA THERAPY: A LINGUISTIC APPROACH*

61. Anca Lungu Gavril, PhD Student, "Al. Ioan Cuza" University of Iași, *THREE PROUSTIAN IDIOLECTS TRANSLATION INTO ROMANIAN*
62. Anca Ionescu, PhD Student, "Dunărea de Jos" University of Galați, ENGLISH TERMINOLOGY IN NAVAL ARCHITECTURE

63. Anca Simina Martin, PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, “ADDING ONE THING TO MY PURPOSE NOTHING.” ON THE UN(TRANSLATABILITY) OF SHAKESPEARE’S HOMOEROTIC BAWDY PUNS INTO ROMANIAN

64. Stanca-Ioana Bucur, Assist., PhD, University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Tîrgu Mureş, TEACHING STRATEGIES OF MAKING MEDICAL TOPICS MORE PRACTICAL AND ATTRACTIVE TO STUDENTS

65. Cristiana Bulgaru, Reader, PhD, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, MOTIVATION AND DEMOTIVATION IN STUDYING FRENCH AT THE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF CLUJ-NAPOCA

66. Isabela Dragomir, PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, THE RHETORIC OF RELATIONAL POWER IN NATO’S EVOLUTION FROM COMMUNITY TO PARTNERSHIP

67. Kutasi (Incze) Réka, PhD Student, "Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, HOW TO COPE WITH LANGUAGE DISORDERS?

68. Maria Poponeţ, PhD Student, "Babeş-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, ON THE VALENCE OF VERBS OF APPEARANCE AND DISAPPEARANCE

69. Eliana-Alina Popeţi, Assist., PhD, West University of Timişoara, ISSUES REGARDING THE TEACHING OF ROMANIAN AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE, CASE-STUDY: THE ARTICLE IN ROMANIAN LANGUAGE

70. Crina M. Taloş, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, THE CONDITION OF ROMANIAN UNDERLAYER WORDS IN DICŢIONARUL EXPLICATIV AL LIMBII ROMÂNE
COMMUNICATION, JOURNALISM, EDUCATION, PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY

Room: A25

Moderators: Prof. Maria-Ana Georgescu, PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș; Prof. Petruța Blaga, PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș; Assist. Prof. Eugeniu Nistor, PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș

1. Elena Abrudan, Prof., PhD, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, EXPLORING ROMANIAN DESIGN. MEANING AS A SOURCE OF INNOVATION

2. Maria-Ana Georgescu, Prof., PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, EDUCATION – REALITIES AND CHALLENGES

3. Amelia Boncea, Prof., PhD, "Constantin Brâncuși” University of Târgu-Jiu, THE CORPORALITY OF THE SELF-IMAGE, BETWEEN MAKING AND AUTO-REFERENTIAL PERFECTION

4. Petruța Blaga, Prof., PhD, "Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PORTFOLIO

5. Teodor Pătrăuță, Prof., PhD, "Vasile Goldiș” Western University of Arad, SUBJECTIVISM IN THE EVALUATION PRACTICE

6. Mihaela Mureșan, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, TOWARDS A NEW MEDIATIC COMMUNICATION BY USING „STYLE DIVERSITY”

7. Radiana Carmen Marcu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Vasile Goldiș” Western University of Arad; Letiția Filimon, Prof., PhD, University of Oradea; Marius Sorin Bistrian, Psychologist, ASSESSMENT OF THE PID-5-BF ON A ROMANIAN SAMPLE
8. Corina Sorana Matei, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Titu Maiorescu”  
University of Bucharest, The CULTURE OF NEGOTIATION – REFLECTIONS ON SOME VALUES AND PRINCIPLES  


10. Maria Dorina Pașca, Assoc. Prof., PhD and Sandor Csibi, Lecturer, PhD – University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Tîrgu Mureș, THE CONSTRUCTIVE RELATIONSHIP - QUALITY OF LIFE AND PERSONALIZED INTERVENTION PLAN FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES  

11. Carmen Neamţu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Aurel Vlaicu” State University of Arad, SUBJECTIVITY AND AFFECTIVITY IN THE LANGUAGE OF THE LOCAL PRESS  

12. Mihaela Badea, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Petroleum-Gas University of Ploiești, METHODS USED IN TEACHING THE VERB IN PRIMARY EDUCATION  

13. Ionuț Suciu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, West University of Timișoara, THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIAL MEDIA ON TRADITIONAL JOURNALISM  

14. Laura Ioana Leon, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Medicine and Pharmacy ”Grigore T. Popa”, Iași, TEACHING CULTURAL DIFFERENCES: USING MOVIES IN EFL CLASSES  

15. Angela Hobjiilă, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Al. Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, THEATER FOR CHILDREN – BETWEEN PROJECTION AND REALITY, AT PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY SCHOOL AGE  

16. Arina Modrea, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES TO THE CHANGING DEMANDS OF THE LABOR MARKET
17. Iuliana Barna, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Dunărea de Jos" University of Galați and Eugen Agapii, Assoc. Prof., PhD, USEFS, Moldova, **THERAPEUTIC TRENDS AND MODELS OF Approaching LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION DISORDERS OF AUTISTIC CHILDREN**

18. Cristina Emanuela Dascălu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Apollonia University of Iași, **EXPORTING WIVES: A GENDER STUDIES ANALYSIS OF MATRIMONIAL SITES IN THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA, ROMANIA AND UKRAINE**

19. Ion Popescu-Brădiceni, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Constantin Brâncuși” University of Târgu-Jiu, **THE CORPORALITY OF THE SELF-IMAGE, BETWEEN MAKING AND AUTO-REFERENTIAL PERFECTION**

20. Lavinia Suciu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Politehnica University, Timișoara, **IN SEARCH OF BALANCED RELATION IN COMMUNICATION. DISCURSIVE STRATEGIES THAT CREATE THE RESONANCE**

21. Bogdan Popoveniuc, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, **THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ISELF**

22. Speranţa Popescu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Tîrgu Mureș and Luminiţa Albert, PhD Student, University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Tîrgu Mureș, **NEWS ON CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PRACTICE EXAMINATION**

23. Marilena Ticușan, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Spiru Haret University of Bucharest, **EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE IN PARENT-CHILD INTERRELATION**

24. Adrian Păcurar, Lecturer, PhD and Lia Lucia Epure, Assoc. Prof., PhD – "Vasile Goldiș” Western University of Arad, „DIPLOMA MILL” – **AN EXPRESSION BETWEEN MISUNDERSTANDING AND DELIBERATE CONFUSION WITHIN THE ACTUAL ROMANIAN PUBLIC SPACE**

25. Alexandra Crăciun, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Bucharest, **SADVERTISING: THE USE CATHARTIC FICTIONS IN SOCIAL MARKETING**
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26. Eugeniu Nistor, Lecturer, PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, THE BEGINNINGS OF PHILOSOPHICAL THINKING IN TRANSYLVANIA

27. Cristian Arhip, Assist., PhD, University of Medicine and Pharmacy "Gr. T. Popa" Iași and Odette Arhip, Prof., PhD, Ecological University of Bucharest, METAREFERENTIAL ASPECTS IN ADVERTISING

28. Fabiola Popa, Lecturer, PhD, Politehnica University of Bucharest, PERCEPTIONS OF MILLENNIALS AT THE WORKPLACE

29. Corina Rotar, Lecturer, PhD, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, THE CHALLENGES OF MULTICULTURALISM. CASE STUDY - BABES-BOLYAI UNIVERSITY

30. Ana-Maria Teodorescu, Senior Lecturer, PhD, University of Bucharest, DEFINING STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION IN AN ORGANIZATION – A POSSIBLE APPROACH AT CROSS ROADS

31. Haralambie Athes, Assist. Lecturer., PhD, "Al. Ioan Cuza" University of Iași, FICTIONAL GEOGRAPHY VERSUS CULTURAL PREJUDICE IN (POST)MODERN MEDIA CULTURE

32. Elena Oliviana Epurescu, Lecturer, PhD, Politehnica University, Bucharest, MUSIC, THE INEFFABLE ART IN THE CREATION OF THE HUMAN

33. Mihaela Ozarchevici, Lecturer, PhD, "Vasile Goldiș" Western University of Arad and Andrei Ando, Assist., PhD, "Aurel Vlaicu" University of Arad, THE FACEBOOK GENERATION AND THE GREAT UNION

34. Laura Rebeca Steigelbauer, Lecturer, PhD, "Vasile Goldiș" Western University of Arad, FOCUS ON THE LEARNER TEACHING METHODS – AN UPPER-INTERMEDIATE CLASS CASE STUDY

35. Alina Roșcan, Lecturer, PhD, Carol I National Defense University, Bucharest, HIDING BEHIND NICE WORDS
36. Angela Bogluț, Lecturer, PhD, "Vasile Goldiș" Western University of Arad, THE CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL POTENTIAL OF POPULAR PEDAGOGY

37. Diana Chisăliță, Lecturer, PhD, "Vasile Goldiș" Western University of Arad, ABOVE THE LIMITS

38. Claudia Florina Pop, Senior Lecturer, PhD, University of Oradea, MENTOR AND MENTORING IN EDUCATION - THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS

39. Elena Savu, Lecturer, PhD, Politehnica University of Bucharest, CRITICAL INCIDENTS - AN ENABLING TOOL FOR TEACHING LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

40. Gergely Orsolya, Lecturer, PhD, "Transilvania" University of Brașov, FATHER IN CHARGE? MEN IN PARENTAL LEAVE

41. Viorel Nistor, Lecturer, PhD, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, PUBLIC INFORMATION BETWEEN „FAKE NEWS” AND A NEW JOURNALISM

42. Florina Cristina Herling, Assist., PhD, Technical Construction University of Bucharest, TEACHING SPANISH FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES

43. Aurora Hrițuleac, PhD Researcher, "Gh. Zane" Institute for Economic and Social Research, Romanian Academy, Iași, PSYCHOLOGICAL RESILIENCE AND MULTICULTURALISM

44. Lazsádi Csilla, Assist., PhD, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, AGE AND GENDER DIFFERENCES IN SOCIAL COMPETENCE AND INTERPERSONAL COPING MECHANISM OF PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

45. Sandra Celia Suciu, Assist., PhD, West University of Timișoara, CLOTHING - MASK OR MIRROR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL IDENTITY

46. Bianca Ileana Nedeea Geman, Assist., PhD, Technical Construction University of Bucharest, LA PRESSE: UN OUTIL PÉDAGOGIQUE EN CLASSE DE FLE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Institution/Position</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Iulia Adelina Ioniță, PhD Student</td>
<td>University of Bucharest</td>
<td>PERSPECTIVES ON HUMAN NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Angela Precup, Assist., PhD</td>
<td>&quot;Babeș-Bolyai&quot; University of Cluj-Napoca</td>
<td>THE ARDEALUL NOU PUBLICATION IN MUREȘ – A JOURNALISTIC THRESHOLD BETWEEN TWO EPOCHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Adina-Giorgiana Simionescu, PhD Student</td>
<td>West University of Timișoara</td>
<td>THE IMPORTANCE OF QUESTIONING IN UNDERSTANDING THE OTHERS AND FORMING THE WORLD VIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Maria-Alexandra Dinu, PhD Student</td>
<td>University of Bucharest</td>
<td>FEATURES OF AFFECTIVE LIFE IN PRIMARY SCHOOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Maria-Alexandra Dinu, PhD Student</td>
<td>University of Bucharest</td>
<td>AFFECTIVITY – EMOTIONS AND FEELINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Georgeta Gabriela Cornea, PhD</td>
<td>&quot;Spiru Haret&quot; University of Bucharest</td>
<td>THE TEACHER AS AGENT MOTIVATOR IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTEREST OF THE STUDENTS FOR LEARNING ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Silvana Prodan, PhD Student</td>
<td>&quot;Babeș-Bolyai&quot; University of Cluj-Napoca</td>
<td>USING SOCIAL NETWORKS AND SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO) AS AN EFFECTIVE MEANS FOR IMPROVING ONLINE COMMUNICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Alexandru-George Potor, PhD Student</td>
<td>&quot;Babeș-Bolyai&quot; University of Cluj-Napoca</td>
<td>MEANING OF COLORS CHOSEN BY BRAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Amalia-Raluca Stepan, PhD Student</td>
<td>University of Bucharest</td>
<td>ANALYSIS OF THE ROLE AND PREVALENCE OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF INTELLIGENCE IN STUDENTS - FUTURE TEACHERS FOR PRIMARY AND PRESCHOOL EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Loredana Florentina Cătărău, PhD Student</td>
<td>&quot;Al. Ioan Cuza&quot; University of Iași</td>
<td>FORMS OF TRANNATIONAL AND NATIONAL CARE FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE SEPARATED FROM THEIR PARENTS AS A RESULT OF THEIR MIGRATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
57. Andreea Loredana Botezatu, PhD Student, "Al. Ioan Cuza" University of Iași, *THE IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL DISCOURSES REGARDING THE PROMOTION OF REFUGEE CHILDREN’S RIGHTS*

58. Florina Bugeac, PhD Student, *COMMUNICATION PSYCHOLOGY – STEPS FOR REMOVING LONELINESS*
Moderators: Prof. Cornel Sigmirean, PhD, "Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș; Assoc. Prof. William Bleiziffer, PhD, ”Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca; Lecturer Fabian Istvan, PhD, ”Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș

1. Cornel Sigmirean, Prof., PhD, "Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, 1st DECEMBER 1918: ASPIRATIONS, ADHESIONS AND MEMORY

2. Ion Cordoneanu, Prof., PhD, ”Dunărea de Jos” University of Galați, THE INTER-RELIGIOUS DIALOGUE – AN APPROACH FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

3. Ștefan Lucian Mureșanu, Prof., PhD, Hyperion University of Bucharest, RHETORIC IN POPULAR LITERATURE AND PARTICIPATORY ARGUMENTATION IN THE IMAGINED TIME AND SPACE


5. Laura Herța, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, THE SOLIDARIST DISCOURSE AND HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION. REVISITING SOVEREIGNTY, RESPONSIBILITY AND MORALITY IN GLOBAL POLITICS

6. Ionuț Ștefan, Assoc. Prof., PhD, ”Dunărea de Jos” University of Galați, THE PROCESS OF EUROPEAN SPIRITUAL INTEGRATION AND THE PROBLEM OF VALUE ASSIMILATION

8. Cristina Florescu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Craiova, THE PLACEBO EFFECT AND ITS ETHICAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

9. Ionuț Ștefan, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Dunărea de Jos" University of Galați, EUROPEAN CONSTRUCTION BETWEEN THE PRINCIPLES OF INTERGOVERNABILITY AND FEDERALISM


11. Simona Moise, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Spiru Haret" University of Bucharest, NEW APPROACHES TO EUROPEAN POLICY ON STATE AID VERSUS DE MINIMIS AID


13. Sorin Bulboacă, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Vasile Goldiș" Western University of Arad, CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE HISTORY OF SOCIAL WORK IN TRANSYLVANIA AND BANAT IN THE AGE OF LIGHTS

14. Adrian-Claudiu Stoica, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Politehnica University of Bucharest, NATIONALISM AND A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY

15. Ovidiu Druhora, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Global University, SYMBOL AND SIGNIFICATION IN THE CULTURE OF DIALOGUE

16. Ioan Gogotă, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, FORMS OF GOVERNMENT IN MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY

17. Liliana Trofin, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Dimitrie Cantemir” Christian University of Bucharest, CULTURE VS. POPULAR CULTURE
18. Cristian-Ionel Măduță, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Vasile Goldiș" Western University of Arad, **THE CONCEPT OF NATIONAL COHESION OF THE TRANSILVANIAN ROMANIANS**

19. Ramona Flavia Rațiu, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Tîrgu Mureș, **PUBLIC GREEN SPACES IN TÎRGU MUREȘ AND THE IMPORTANCE OF THEIR DEVELOPMENT**

20. Mihai Handaric, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad, **MOSES AND THE ORIGINS OF MONOTHEISM**

21. Mihai Handaric, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad, **ISRAEL AND MONOTHEISM**

22. Ioana-Iulia Olaru, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „George Enescu” National University of Arts, Iași, **FEATURES OF THE RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS IN THE PERIOD LATENE ON THE TERRITORY OF ROMANIA**

23. Adriana Cîteia, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Ovidius University of Constanța, **THE TYPOLOGY OF ESTRANGEMENT IN EUROPEAN CULTURE**

24. Claudiu Cotan, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Ovidius University of Constanța, **THE ANTICOMMUNIST RESISTANCE AND THE ORTHODOX CLERGY FROM DOBROGEA DURING THE TIME OF BISHOP CHESARIE PĂUNESCU**

25. Simion Costea, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, **NEW REFLECTIONS ON EU RELATIONS WITH ITS EASTERN NEIGHBOURS**

26. Mădălina Strechie, Senior lecturer, PhD, Hab., University of Craiova, **ROMAN EQUESTRIAN CAREERS IN SOME LATIN INSCRIPTIONS FROM DACIA**

27. Marian Zăloagă, Scientific Researcher III, ”Gh. Șincai” Institute of Research for Social Sciences and the Humanities, Tîrgu Mureș, **CHARTING THE CONCEPT OF NATIONAL CHARACTER. THE HISTORY, HISTORICITY AND THE PRESENT STATE OF A RESEARCH FIELD**

28. Ana Pantea, Lecturer, PhD, ”Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, **ON THE IMPACT OF THE NEW CHINESE DIPLOMACY ON**
THE EUROPEAN UNION AND THE IMPORTANCE OF XI JINPING’S PRESIDENCY

29. Fabian Istvan, Lecturer, PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, THE FUNERARY INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE TELEKI COLLECTION OF GORNESTI

30. Paul Cezar Hârlăoanu, Lecturer, PhD, "Al. Ioan Cuza" University of Iași, LITTLE PRINCE, A DIFFERENT SYMBOL OF CREATION


32. Florin Nacu, Scientific Researcher III, PhD, "C.S. Nicolăescu Plopșor" Institute of Research of the Romanian Academy, Craiova, OLTENIA AND THE GREAT UNION FROM 1918. FACTS, PEOPLE, EVENTS

33. Monica Meruțiu, Assist. Prof., PhD, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, THE ROLE OF RELIGION IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

34. Marius Cigher, Assist. Prof., PhD, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Tîrgu Mureș, UNDERGROUND TEMPERATURE EVOLUTION DURING SUMMER TOURISM SEASON IN ȘUGĂU CAVE (HARGHITA COUNTY, ROMANIA)

35. Arthur Mihăilă, Lecturer, PhD, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, CULTURAL APPROPRIATION, CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION, GLOBALIZATION, CULTURAL EXPLOITATION, DISCRIMINATION

36. Irina Ana Drobot, Lecturer, PhD, Technical University of Civil Engineering, Bucharest, MYTHS AS COMMON CULTURAL REFERENCES
37. Adriana Henning-Gherman, Lecturer, PhD, „Dimitrie Cantemir“ University of Tîrgu Mureș, CULTURAL-HISTORIC TOURISTIC OBJECTIVES IN THE CĂLIMAN-GURGHIU MOUNTAINS

38. Vendelin Francisc Glazer, Lecturer, PhD, "Vasile Goldiș" Western University of Arad, THE IMPACT OF EUROPEAN UNION ENLARGEMENT ON CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE

39. Ismail Nilghiun, Lecturer, PhD, Giresun University, Turkey, ROMANIA, DOBRUJA, CRIMEAN TATARS AND PEOPLE AROUND THEM

40. Delia Anamaria Răchișan, Lecturer, PhD, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, THE DAYS CONSECRATED TO THE WOLF

41. Ștefan Lifa, Lecturer, PhD, West University of Timișoara, ABOUT THE WITHDRAWAL OF THE ROMAN ADMINISTRATION AND ABOUT THE INTERVENTION OF THE EMPIRE IN THE NORTHERN DANUBE IN THE FIRST MILLENNIUM

42. Ruslan Șevcenco, PhD, The Institute for Efficient Politics, THE ANTISOVIET RESISTENCE OF 1945 IN THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA

43. Amada Mocioalcă, Lecturer, PhD, University of Craiova, Drobeta Turnu Severin University Center, FROM THE MELTING POT TO DIVERSITY AND MULTICULTURALISM

44. Adrian Păcurar, Lecturer, PhD, "Vasile Goldiș" Western University of Arad, AMERICA AND THE NEW POLITICAL ERA IN DEALING WITH ROGUE STATES – IRAN, NORTH KOREA AND THE NUCLEAR FILES


46. Maria Costea, Researcher, PhD, "Gh. Șincai" Institute for Social Sciences and Humanities of the Romanian Academy,
CONSIDERATIONS ON THE SITUATION OF THE NATIONAL MINORITIES IN UKRAINE

47. Orosz Otilia Valeria, PhD Student, West University of Timisoara, SHORT HISTORY OF THE REFORMED CHURCH MUSIC, WITH ASPECTS OF THE REFORMED CHURCH AT PIATRA CRAIULUI

48. Anca-Steliana Mirea, PhD Student, Valahia University of Targoviste, CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE ECONOMIC DIPLOMACY BETWEEN ROMANIA AND EGYPT

49. Constantin Emil Bucur, Assist., PhD, University of Bucharest, TURNING POINTS IN RECENT HISTORY. CASE STUDY: KURSK SUBMARINE DISASTER (2000), REFLECTED IN ROMANIAN NEWSPAPERS

50. Dan-Iulian Balteanu, PhD Student, University of Craiova, FEAR OF ENEMIES IN EUGIPPIUS’ VITA SANCTI SEVERINI

51. Darlaczi Timea-Melinda, PhD Student, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, CULTURAL LANDSCAPES IN THE BÂRGĂU COUNTY

52. Claudiu Holdis, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, VASILE PÂRVAN – HISTORIAN AND THEORETICIAN OF HISTORY

53. Elena Tereza Danciu, PhD, University of Craiova, THE CALIMACH CODE AFTER TWO HUNDRED YEARS

54. Dan Victor Trufaș, PhD Student, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, METHODS USED IN GYPSY IMAGOLOGY STUDIES


56. Octavia Domide, PhD Student, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY BETWEEN GOVERNAMENTALITY AND RESPONSIBILIZATION, A BIOPOLITICAL PERSPECTIVE

SOCIAL SCIENCES – Room: A28

Moderators: Prof. Lucreția Dogaru, PhD, ”Petru Maior” University of Târgu Mureș; Assoc. Prof. Doina David, PhD, “Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Târgu Mureș; Lecturer Adrian Boantă, PhD, ”Petru Maior” University of Târgu Mureș

1. Lucreția Dogaru, Prof., PhD, ”Petru Maior” University of Târgu Mureș, CONSIDERATIONS ON PREVENTIVE CRIMINAL POLICY

2. Carmen Comaniciu, Prof., PhD, ”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, NUMERICAL FISCAL RULES – ESSENTIAL INSTRUMENTS IN ENSURING BUDGETARY DISCIPLINE

3. Nicolae Iuga, Prof., PhD, ”Vasile Goldiș” Western University of Arad, BIOETHICS FACING THE CHALLENGE OF SUICIDE. RELIGIOUS PROHIBITIONS AND PHILOSOPHICAL MOTIVATIONS

4. Nadia Cerasela Anitei, Prof., PhD, ”Dunărea de Jos” University of Galați, IS IT POSSIBLE TO CONCLUDE A MARRIAGE ON THE TERRITORY OF ROMANIA BY FUTURE SPOUSES OF FOREIGN CITIZENS OF THE SAME NATIONALITY OR OF DIFFERENT FOREIGN CITIZENS?

5. Ion Rusu, Prof., PhD, Danubius University of Galați, KILLING OR INJURING THE NEWBORN BY THE MOTHER IN TERMS OF THE NEW CRIMINAL CODE

6. Petru Dunca, Prof. PhD, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN ACTION FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF HANNAH ARENDT
7. Liviu Bogdan Ciucă, Prof., PhD, "Dunărea de Jos" University of Galați, **LEGAL MULTICULTURAL DIALOG BETWEEN TRADITION AND MODERNISM**

8. Lucreția Dogaru, Prof., PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, **THE CURRENT PUNISHMENT SYSTEM**

9. Anca Lelia Lorincz, Prof., PhD, "Al. Ioan Cuza" Police Academy, Bucharest, **THE TRANSFER OF PROCEDURES IN THE PENAL FIELD – TEMPORARY IMPEDIMENT FOR THE PUTTING INTO MOVEMENT OF THE PENAL ACTION**

10. Gabriela Vasilescu, Prof., PhD, Petroleum-Gas University of Ploiești, **ON THE TRAUMA AND ON THE FORGIVENESS**

11. Doina David, Assoc. Prof., PhD, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Tîrgu Mureș, **CULTURAL SYNCRETISM AND CULTURAL INDIVIDUALITY**

12. Maria Oprea, Assoc. Prof., PhD and Oana-Alexandra Morcan, Lecturer, PhD, "Vasile Goldiș" Western University of Arad, **THE SOCIAL CONDITION OF YOUNG INSTITUTIONALIZED PEOPLE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER.ISSUES REGARDING THEIR ADAPTATION TO AN INDEPENDENT LIFE - THE CASE OF ARAD COUNTY**

13. Daniela Cristina Valea, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, **SOME CONSIDERATION REGARDING THE ART. 35 FROM ROMANIAN CONSTITUTION**

14. Corina Sîrb, Assoc. Prof., PhD, West University of Timișoara, **MILLENNIAL REVOLUTIONS: THE RISE OF THE CIVIL SPIRIT AND THE FALL OF RELIGION**

15. Daniela Dunca, Assoc. Prof., PhD, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, **THE FACULTY OF JUDGMENT: INNER RIGHT, OUTER RIGHT**

17. Diana-Domnica Dănișor, Assoc. Prof., PhD and Anca-Ileana Dușcă, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Craiova, *THE RIGHT TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT*

18. Anișoara Băbălău, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Craiova, *TAX ORGANIZATION OF WALLACHIA IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY*

19. Iuliana Barna, Assoc. Prof., PhD, and Octavian Barna, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Dunărea de Jos" University of Galați, *ACADEMIC SOCIALIZING. CURRENT PRACTICES*

20. George-Mircea Botescu, Assoc. Prof., PhD and Alexandru Marian Radu, MA Graduate, University of Bucharest, *MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE FOUNDATIONS BELONGING TO THE ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH PATRIARCHATE*

21. George Coca, Assoc. Prof., PhD, "Spiru Haret" University of Bucharest, *ACTIONS OR SIDES IN THE PENAL TRIAL?*

22. Marioara Ilea, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Agriculture Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Cluj-Napoca, *THE IMPACT OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES ON ECONOMIC GROWTH IN LOCAL COMMUNITIES*

23. Suzana Carmen Cismaș, Assoc. Prof, PhD, University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Bucharest, *ACADEMICS AS ROLE MODELS IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND LEADERSHIP*

24. Suzana Carmen Cismaș, Assoc. Prof., PhD, University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Bucharest, *DIRECTIONS FOR ACADEMIC INITIATIVES IN ENTREPRENEURIAL UNIVERSITIES*

25. Adrian Boantă, Lecturer, PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, *THE IMPACT OF REGIONALIZATION ON THE ORGANIZATION OF COURTS*

26. Felicia Morândău, Assist. Prof., PhD, "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, *WORK AND FAMILY, TWO IMPORTANT SOURCES OF LIFE SATISFACTION*
27. Mirela Radu, Lecturer, PhD, „Titu Maiorescu” University of Bucharest, *THE DOCTORS – PROMOTERS OF CULTURE*

28. Lucica Armanca, Assist. Prof., PhD, USAMV Cluj-Napoca, *MANAGEMENT AND MARKET SHARE OF LANDSCAPING BUSINESSES IN ROMANIA*

29. Maria Sinaci, Assist. Prof., PhD, "Vasile Goldiș" Western University of Arad, *FROM SPINOZA’S PHILOSOPHY TO CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION*

30. Elena Lucia Croitoru, Assist. Prof., PhD, Romanian-American University, Bucharest, *THE SUSTAINABILITY OF THE ROMANIAN PENSION SYSTEM IN A SCENARIO WITH ACCUMULATION VERSUS WITHOUT ACCUMULATION*

31. Viorica-Cristina Cormoș, Lecturer, PhD, ”Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, *THE DYNAMICS OF CIRCULAR MIGRATION AND INDIVIDUAL BI-SPATIAL DIMENSIONS*

32. Brîndușa Marian, Lecturer, PhD, "Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, *EFFECTS OF FREE MOVEMENT OF WORK FORCE IN ROMANIA*

33. Brîndușa Marian, Lecturer, PhD, "Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, *EVOLUTIONARY CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE FREE MOVEMENT OF WORK FORCE*

34. Dan Donosă, Lecturer, PhD, University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinarian Medicine, Iași, *ASPECTS OF FARM HOUSEHOLD DIVERSIFICATION*

35. Augustin Vasile Fărcaș, Lecturer, PhD and Darius Fărcaș, MA Student, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Tîrgu Mureș, *REFLECTIONS ON SOME TEXTS FROM THE ROMANIAN CONSTITUTION, REVISED IN 2003, CALLING INTO QUESTION THE TRANSFER OF NATIONAL POWERS TO THE COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS*

36. Radu Negru, Lecturer, PhD, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Tîrgu Mureș, *GEODIVERSITY ASSESSMENT AND PROTECTION OF THE GLÂMEIA, LA PÂRETE AND MĂGURA CLIFFS (STREI DEPRESSION, ROMÂNIA)*
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37. Adriana Florentina Călăuz, Lecturer, PhD, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH TO COUNSELING IN SOCIAL WORK

38. Adrian Boantă, Lecturer, PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureş, TOPICAL ISSUES CONCERNING THE SUSPENSION OF THE WORK RELATION OF THE PUBLIC SERVANT IN THE CONTEXT OF CERTAIN LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES

39. Maria Rodica Iacobescu, Lecturer, PhD, "Ștefan cel Mare" University of Suceava, EXCERCISING SPOUSAL AND PARENTAL ROLES IN THE STEPFAMILY

40. Răzvan Cosmin Roghină, Assist., PhD, "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, THE DEVELOPMENT OF ROMANIAN LIBERAL CONSTITUTIONALISM DURING THE 19TH CENTURY


42. Anca-Iulia Stoian, Lecturer, PhD, "Spiru Haret" University of Bucharest, CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE COMPLEX OFFENSE AND THE MULTIPLE OFFENSES DELIMITATION CRITERIA

43. Daniel-Marcel Oprian-Crașoveanu, PhD Student, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, URBAN RESTRUCTURING - DEPRIVED AREAS

44. Mircea-Iosif Rus, PhD, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, THE IMPORTANCE OF TREASURY FLOW IN THE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF AN ENTERPRISE

45. Ecaterina Croitor, PhD Student, University of Oradea, PARTICIPATION OF THE FAMILY IN THE SOCIAL INSERTION PROCESS OF THE INSTITUTIONALIZED CHILD – OBJECTIVE OF THE SPECIFIC INTERVENTION PROGRAM IN CASE MANAGEMENT

46. Bogdan Bîrzu, Assist., PhD, „Titu Maiorescu” University, Bucharest, THE BRAWL IN THE NEW ROMANIAN CRIMINAL CODE
47. Corina Ana Borcoși, Researcher II, PhD, "Constantin Brâncuși" University of Târgu Jiu, HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT OF THE ENTERPRISE IN THE CURRENT LABOR FORCE CRISIS

48. Ximena Maria Moldovan, Assist., PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, CHEMAREA ÎN JUDECĂTĂ A TERȚULUI DIN DISPOZIȚIA JUDECĂTORULUI, ÎN DOCTRINA ȘI JURISPRUDENȚA ITALIANĂ ANTERIOARĂ INTRĂRII ÎN VIGOARE A CODULUI DE PROCEDURĂ CIVILĂ ITALIAN DE LA 1940

49. Kajcsa Andrea, Assist., PhD, "Petru Maior" University of Tîrgu Mureș, MODELS AND PRACTICAL EVOLUTIONS OF RULE OF LAW


51. Ioana Rusu, Assist., PhD, „Dimitrie Cantemir” Christian University, THE OFFENSE OF MALTREATMENT APPLIED TO THE MINOR IN THE VIEW OF THE ROMANIAN LEGISLATOR

52. Mihnea Valentin Stoicescu, PhD Student, "Al. Ioan Cuza" University of Iași, THE EXPANSION OF CRIMINAL LAW MEANS REGARDING PROTECTION OF PRIVATE LIFE WHILE MAINTAINING THE FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

53. Lucian Moldovan, Assist., PhD Student, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Tîrgu Mureș, THE MORPHOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HYDROGRAPHIC NETWORK ON THE CALIMANI MOUNTAINS USING GIS TECHNIQUES

54. Ioana Camelia Zmău, PhD Student, "Al. Ioan Cuza" University of Iași, SOCIAL REPRESENTATION OF FORGIVENESS- AN EXPLORATORY STUDY

55. Adrian Nicolae Cazacu, PhD Student, Bucharest University of Economic Studies, A NEW APPROACH FROM THE INFORMATION THEORY PERSPECTIVE OF THE ANIME CULTURE PRESENCE IN ROMANIA

56. Ana Neagoe, PhD Student, West University of Timișoara, EXTENDED CONFISCATION –THE CINDERELLA OF JUDICIAL SYSTEM
57. Ariana Guga, PhD Student, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, UNDERSTANDING POLITICAL COMMUNICATION. A STORY ABOUT MYTH

58. Bianca Teodorescu, PhD Student, University of Craiova, LIMINALITY OR THE PATH OF PREPARING FOR ROMANIA NATIONAL DAY

59. Ágota-Aliz Birtalan, PhD Student, "Babeș-Bolyai" University of Cluj-Napoca, A CONCISE ANALYSIS OF CLUJ-NAPOCA AREA’S IT SECTOR

60. Ramona Mihaela Coman, Assist., PhD, "Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, ORGANIZED CRIME- PAST AND PRESENT

61. Dana Gagniuc, PhD, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - Baia Mare Northern University Center, ANTHROPOLOGICAL-AXIOLOGICAL PREMISES ON POLITICAL ETHICS. THE MAN – BETWEEN RATIONAL AND SOCIAL

62. Luiza Loredana Năstase, Assist., PhD, University of University of Craiova, COMPETITIVE ROMANIA - THE CURRENT SITUATION AND PRIORITIES

63. Lacrima Bianca Luntraru, Assist., PhD, "Petru Maior” University of Tîrgu Mureș, ANALYSIS OF THE SPECIAL CIVIL LIABILITY HYPOTHESIS OF THE PUBLIC NOTARY FOR MALPRACTICE

64. Mădălina Viorica Ion (Manu), PhD Student, The Bucharest University of Economic Studies, VALUE AT PRIVATIZATION AND AFTERWARDS: A RETROSPECTIVE ON THE ROMANIAN STEEL MILLS’ STRATEGIC PRIVATIZATION

65. Mihai Lupu, Researcher, ”Gh. Zane” Institute of Research of the Romanian Academy, Iași, LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF POLITICAL DISCOURSE

66. Lavinia Claudia Nan, PhD, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, VASILE BĂNCILA - BARAGAN’S POETRY

67. Mariana Pădureanu, PhD, University of Craiova, PERSONALITY PROFILE SPECIFIC FOR THE ORGANIZED CRIMINAL IN THE OFFENSE OF RAPE
LITERATURE, DISCOURSE AND INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE

58. Dragoș Panagoret, Associate, PhD, Valahia University of Târgoviște, **UNEMPLOYMENT - TYPOLOGY AND MEASUREMENT**

59. Florin George Popovici, PhD Student, "Ștefan cel Mare" University of Suceava, **THE PARADISE REVEALED: THE PROMISED LAND OF TECHNOLOGY IN THE POSTHUMAN ERA**

60. Diana Bodor, PhD Student, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca **KNOWLEDGE AND EXISTENCE**

61. Stela Stoicescu, PhD Student, Assist., University of Bucharest, **JOURNALISTS’ RESPONSABILITIES REGARDING MEDIA REPORTS ABOUT ONGOING CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS. STRIKING A FAIR BALANCE BETWEEN THE RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL AND THE FREEDOM OF THE MEDIA, IN THE LIGHT OF THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS**

62. Ionela Cecilia Șulea, Assist., PhD Student, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Târgu Mureș/ "Lucian Blaga" University of Sibiu, **GENERAL ASPECTS REGARDING LAW INFRINGEMENT REGULATED BY ART. 1392 LET. A) FROM LAW NR. 8/1996 REGARDING RESELL RIGHT**

63. Lucica Cunțan, PhD Student, "Babeș-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, **THE SUITABILITY OF LANDFORMS TO CONSTRUCTIONS IN SIBIU**

64. Talita Pascu, Assist., PhD, „Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Târgu Mureș, **CRAFTS, TRADITIONS AND GASTRONOMY IN THE HÂRTIBACIU PLATEAU**

65. Roxana-Ionela Achiricesei, PhD Student; Mihaela Boboc, PhD Student; Ioan Cezar Anuței – "Ștefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, **THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN INTELLIGENCE IN THE CONTEXT OF ACCELERATED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT**
The conference is organised in partnership by:

"Alpha" Institute for Multicultural Studies
"Gh. Șincai” Institute for Social Sciences and the Humanities
“Dimitrie Cantemir” University of Târgu Mureș